
DANNY
ABOUT

Well I completely believe they named the 
iPad wrong and should have been called 
the iPallett as I am a brand of Apple!
If I could be any of the Power Rangers I 
would be the red one because I can lead 
people and like to be in charge!
If I was a type of fruit, the pineapple would 
be me as they are a little weird, like hot 
weather and are cool!
And if I was an animal I would be a tiger; 
I know what I want and will pursue it and 
im also friendly!
Now that ice breakers over here’s the stuff you 
might also want to know about about me.

Industry Experience.

Currently.

Education.

Strengths.
I am easily Self-motivated and focused and 
because of this I always push myself to get 
the best. Confident I work well in groups and 
also as an individualy.
Im mainly a Mac user but can also use 
Windows with skills in Adobe Photoshop, In-
Deisgn & Illustrator.

AS/A Levels 2005-2008
Cambridge Centre for Sixth Form Studies
Graphics, Photography, Computing & 
Geography

BA (HONS) 2009-2012
University for the Creative Arts at Farnham
Advertisng & Brand Communication

CNN Turner Commercial Productions
Observing CNN’s sub-division, TCP. Learning 
what happens in commercial advertising.

Bloom Consultancy
Set a brief to advertise a part of Portugal called 
Aletejo with Experiential Branding

YCN/D&AD Student Awards
Constantly trying to enter in hope of a chance of 
winning.

Young & Rubicam, New Zealand
One month placement in Y&R working on briefs 
such as Microsoft and Air New Zealand

Student Rep 
Involves looking after the needs of fellow students and relating it back to the lecturers, but also chang-
ing what can happen within and out of class.
Student Ambassador
Sharing my knowledge and experience of the university with the next generation of students by 
getting involved with events on and off campus and promoting the univeristy to prospective students.
Senior memeber to Interviews
I help out in upcoming applicants interviews, with quiet a main role in helping I have shown reliability, 
organisation skills and dedication. I have had a part in shaping the interviewing process and this ben-
efits the applicants and also myself.

http://ohhailondon.wordpress.com/about/
http://dannypallett.wordpress.com/about/

dannypallett@me.com
07799355034


